
YAMAGATA UNIVERSITY COLLABORATION PROGRAM 

Yamagata University had a collaboration programs that 
kindly organized by Prof. Naota Ohsaki. The programs are 
Japanese course, Seminar, and Discussion. Prof. Naota Ohsaki is 
the entomologist and he held his seminar about Batessian 
Mimicry in Butterfly. He also created free Japanese course with 
his wife Mrs. Mikiko Ohsaki. This is their second time visiting 
Faculty of Agriculture UGM. The participant of Japanese Course is 
everyone that wanted to learn more about Japanese including 
lectures, students, academic staff, etc. As the starting up, both of 
them were thought about Japanese language from beginner to 
advance. This Japanese class had a great appreciation, and the 
students came from other faculties moreover other universities. 
First time the class were held from Monday to Friday two times a 
day on 10.00-12.00 am (beginner) and 13.30-15.00 pm 
(advanced) and now it's also opened at 15.00-17.00 pm (private 
course). Prof. Ohsaki and his wife not only thought about 
Japanese language, they also introduced Japanese well known 
food, Sushi. Mikiko Ohsaki sensei made a sushi party as learning 
activity for us how to make a Japanese food. When the Ohsaki 
sensei went back to Japan, we held a Farewell Party that shown 
the Drama "Bawang Merah dan Bawang Putih" based from 
Indonesian fairy tales and all of it in Japanese, Hanagasa and 
AKB48 dance.  

Nihongo No Nakama Farewell Party for Naota Ohsaki and Mikiko Ohsaki Sensei 

Bawang Merah and Bawang Putih Drama performed by 
students and it are all in Japanese. This story is same as Cinderella 
story but in Indonesian taste. The stars are Diah Fitria as Bawang 
Merah, Kesima Bening as Bawang Putih, Dita L. Sudarmawan as 
Mother, Kresna Bayu as Prince, Ari Aji Cahyono as Mimizu Hime, 
Firmansyah W. H as guardians, and the director is Jatu Barmawati 
within all of students took part in this musical drama. Other 
students danced Hanagasa and sang some Japanese song. This 
event so interesting because in fasting month and we could open 
fasting together in Auditorium Prof. Ir. Harjono Danoesastro. 

Thereafter, Yamagata University also selected the best 
students in class for join the Yamagata University Short Term 
Exchange Students in the summer as the feedback and the 
selected students on this year are Rosalia Natalia Seleky and 
Kresna Bhayu Adinugraha. They were in Yamagata for 10 days to 
learn more about Japanese life culture and also represent the 
Indonesian culture. This programs created sustainable 
cooperation and next tutor were selected by Yamagata 
University will teach us in Japanese class continuously. The 
delegated tutors are Chiaki Kuwahara, Zahratunnisa Ekaputri, 
Kanako Iwata, Taiki Miura, Shimon Ishi, and Ryuhei Sato. On 
Weekend there also open the class with Macky sensei and 
Tatsuya. Besides teaching Japanese they also visited some 
tourism spot and enjoyed Yogyakarta culture. We hope from 
thus programs, the people that joined the course could be 
better prepared before going to the Japan for further study. 
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Tropical Agriculture Summer Program 
(TASPro) 2014

There is no love without knowing, this 
Indonesian proverb inspired our summer programs 
this year. To create the mutual understanding, we 
opened the fresh summer program called Tropical 
Agriculture Summer Programs to share not only our 
campus activities, there also visitation to some places 
that represented Indonesian agriculture, and the 
traditional culture especially in Yogyakarta. This 
program conducted on 23-30 August 2014 and 14 
students from Tohoku University, Japan participated. 
The lectures  in the class were presented by  Prof. Dr. 
Ir. Didik Indradewa, Dr. Jamhari., and Dr. Benito Heru 
Purwanto and field visitation was guided by Prof. 
Achmadi Priyatmojo, Dr. Benito Heru Purwanto, and 
Dr. Rani Agustina wulandari.  

Accompanied by some Faculty of 

Agriculture students, they went to Pagilaran tea 

plantation in Batang, Center of Java Province for 

two days and one night. Not only visited the tea 

and cocoa plantation, they also visited its 

processing factory. On that time the students also 

joined the Indonesian Independence Day Festival 

and gained new experience about some traditional 

culture. The local people really appreciated them 

and hope there will be sustainable program every 

year. Before they went back to Yogyakarta, they 

stopped in guava plantation. The following events 

were visitation to organic paddy field, sandy field, 

dragon fruit plantation, Wanagama forest, and KP4 

in Kalitirto. They also had a refreshing time in the 

Indrayanti Beach. Eventually, they showed a 

performance and played indigenous game both 

from Indonesia and Japan such as Domikado, 

Eating Kerupuk Competition, and Walking Daruma 

in farewell party. Overall they expressed their 

excitement about new unforgettable experience 

while joined this program and took their grade in 

the closing ceremony that given by Dr.  Sri Nuryani 

Hidayah Utami 
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Ibaraki University Students, Japan Join the KKN-PPM (Student Community Service) UGM in 
Serang Village, Purbalingga Regency

Based on public university, UGM is well known as 
the university that closed to the society. With this unique 
concept UGM puts special curriculum called KKN-PPM 
(Student Community Service) as one of requirement for 
students before their graduated. Students can be able to 
mingle with local people in some area and stay around 1.5 
month to spread their knowledge and empower the local 
people potency. Each team has one lecture as their 
supervisor and they make programs concerning the 
problems in the area and trying to help the local people to 
solve it. It managed by the LPPM and held in each break of 
semester.  

In this semester Ibaraki University (IU) joined the 
Students Community Services with 12 students were 
delegated to Serang Village, Purbalingga Regency. The 
students from Ibaraki University fused with the team from 
mixed science environment background faculty in UGM. The 
theme of KKN Program is “Plant health management for 
sustainable agriculture” and the supervisor is Dr. Ani 
Widiastuti, S.P., M.P from Faculty of Agriculture UGM and 
Prof. Tatsuo Sato from Ibaraki University. The team leader is 
Aisyah Surya Bintang from Plant Protection Department, 
Faculty of Agriculture. They join the KKN Program from 19-28 
August 2014, and they also celebrated Indonesian 
Independence Day together with the local people. On 28 
August 2014, the Ibaraki University team was accepted by 
Vice Dean for Financial, Assets, and Human Resources, Dr. Ir. 
Triyanto, M.Sc in Dean Assembly Room, A1 Building. This 
KKN program held for the second times collaborated with 
Ibaraki University.  
 

IU and UGM team fused together and did many programs 
at Serang Village. Not only about agricultural program, it also 
education and cultural exchange programs. For agricultural 
programs whereas strawberries are main commodity for his 
tourism village, they discussed with farmers to about strawberries 
cultivation, helped the farmers to work together at strawberry and 
vegetables field, and made some kind of food with based from 
strawberries. They also visited elementary school and taught the 
students. They taught Japanese and also did mini science programs. 
They made rockets from plastic bottles filled with chemical 
contents and taught to students which kinds of chemicals that will 
make the rockets fly higher. They also met the citizen and joined 
some events in Indonesia Independence Day celebration. This 
program is the best interesting way to know more about 
Indonesian culture. 

FIRST EDITION/No.1/2014
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MoU with : GRADUATE SCHOOL OF 
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES TOHOKU 

UNIVERSITY, JAPAN

Visitation : PROF. TOMOHIDE 
NATSUAKI FROM UTSUNOMIYA 

UNIVERSITY

MoU with : MERCY Corps

ACIAR MIDTERM REVIEW PROJECT 
HORT 2009/056

Visitation : PROF. ROB CRAMB 
FROM UNIVERSITY OF 

QUEENSLAND, AUSTRALIA 

Visitation : Utsunomiya University 
President

FIRST EDITION/No. 1/2014

Dr. Jamhari as the Dean of Faculty of 
Agriculture UGM and Prof. Toshiaki 
Yoshioka, Ph.D  as the Dean of 
Graduate School of Environmental 
Studies (GSES), Tohoku University, 
Japan are signed the MoU on  11 June 
2014 at Dean Meeting Room, Faculty of 
Agriculture UGM. The collaboration 
are the research aspect, education, and 
community services including the 
lectures and students exchange 
programs. GSES staff that assisting the 
GSES Dean are Prof. Hiroshi Takahashi 
and Prof. Toshiaki Yoshioka.  

On 17 November 2014 while on opening 
session of UGM Expo 2014 there was 
taken a MoU between Faculty of 
Agriculture UGM that represented by our 
Dean,  Dr. Jamhari with Mercy Corps 
Indonesia that represented by Paul 
Jeffery. The collaboration was undertaken 
are using the android application in 
farmer extension to support food 
sovereignty.  Hesti Anita from 8villages 
and Andi Iwan from Mercy Corps 
Indonesia also been witnessed when MoU 
was signed. 

On Tuesday 15 July 2014, the Faculty of 
Agriculture UGM welcomed Prof. Rob 
Cramb from University of Queensland 
(UQ), Australia and discussed about 
cooperation especially in student 
exchange between our universities. Dr. 
Jamhari as dean really appreciated this 
cooperation and will discuss that 
following program soon with the faculty 
staff. On that meeting there also attend 
Dr. Sri Nuryani Hidayah Utami. (Vice 
Dean for Research, Community Services, 
and Cooperation), Prof. Achmadi 
Priyatmojo, (Head of Unit of Cooperation, 
Public Relations, and Alumni), Prof. Siti 
Subandiyah, and Prof. Masyhuri. 

Vice Dean for Research, Community 
Services, and Cooperation, Dr. Sri Nuryani 
Hidayah Utami and Vice Dean for 
Academic and Student Affairs, Dr. Rudi 
Hari Murti welcomed the team from 
Utsunomiya University, Japan on Friday 29 
August 2014. The guest from Utsunomiya 
University comprises of academic staff and 
students leads by Prof. Dr. Tomohide 
Natsuaki. This meeting purposed to create 
the MoU between UGM and Utsunomiya 
University that would be conducted around 
October 2014. On that time, Prof. Tomohide 
Natsuaki and the students presented their 
research and it shown by the lectures and 
students of Faculty of Agriculture, UGM. 
The audience looked so enthusiastic and 
almost of the students explained their 
research obviously. 

The President of Utsunomiya University 
Dr. Eng. Takeo Shinmura visited Faculty 
of Agriculture UGM on 17 December 
2014. He was assistance with Utsunomiya 
University Director of Center for 
International Exchange, Shinso Yokota, 
Ph.D. Accepted by Vice Dean for 
Research, Community Services, and 
Cooperation, Dr. Sri Nuryani Hidayah 
Utami they have a nice meeting in Faculty 
of Agriculture. The MoU Cooperation 
between both Universities signed in the 
afternoon. Each university represented by 
the President, Prof. Dwikorita Karnawati 
from UGM and Dr. Eng. Takeo Shinmura 
from UU. This event is the starting up for 
great future collaboration. 

 

From 15-17 October 2014 in Multimedia 
Room Faculty of Agriculture UGM, was 
held the presentation about research 
progress which collaborated with ACIAR 
and Faculty of Agriculture UGM research 
Team in allium and solanaceous vegetable 
crops. This event were opened by Dr. 
Jamhari. as our Dean then followed by 
ACIAR Manager, Dr. Richard Markham 
speech. After presentation from related 
part from Ministry of Agriculture and 
researcher both from Indonesia and 
Australia, the participant also visited 
some shallot and chilly central plantation 
in Bantul and Sleman Regency. 



Shizuoka University Collaboration Program 

Shizuoka University already had representative office in Faculty of Agriculture UGM. The collaboration programs are summer 
programs for undergraduate students, short course and research for graduated student, and also research project that collaborated with 
our lectures.  

Faculty of Agriculture UGM builds a good relationship with Shizuoka University and it shown by the conducted 4th Agriculture Field 
Seminar of Shizuoka University in UGM. The 21 students guided by 2 Professor and 1 academic staff from Shizuoka University Japan joined 
the Agriculture Field Seminar of Shizuoka University at UGM from 27 October to 4 November 2014. In opening session at Auditorium Prof. 
Ir. Harjono Danoesastro, Dr. Jamhari, S.P., M.P as our Dean said his appreciation and welcomes this program that involved by argo-cluster 
campus very well. Prof. Hiromi Mizunaga as Shizuoka University representation said that they also appreciate this program which is well 
organized by Prof. Dr. Ir. Siti Subandiyah, M.Sc. This program not only conducted inside the class, the students also visited some research 
and development location in agriculture and forestry. They visited Ramayana Ballet Dance in Prambanan, Borobudur Temple, Dieng 
highlands and Tambi Plantation in Central Java Province, Witjak Tempe Factory, Mangrove Conservation Area, Pentingsari, Wanagama 
Forest, and Madukismo. 

FIRST EDITION/No.1/2015

Yamagata University Short Term Exchange Program (YU-STEP) 

Based from the success collaboration between YU and UGM before, the second YU-STEP was held in 

Yamagata University on 26th August to 4th September 2014. From the Japanese Class Program (Nihongo No 

Nakama) they selected the candidate to go there and this time Rosalia Natalia Seleky was delegated with Kresna 

Bhayu Adinugraha (from Engineering Faculty). The programs purposed to introduce YU, Japanese culture and 

agricultural knowledge, also improve the skill to make international relationship. The participant also from the 

other countries, they are Vietnam, China, Kenya, Peru, and Latvia. For ten days, they have compact activities 

enjoying the programs. The Prof. Shinji Yamazaki and Miss Nagisa Hoshi organized and be the great supervisor in 

this program.  

After arrived in Narita Airport, they go to Yamagata University in Kojirakawa Campus and have a nice 

welcome ceremony there. Then they go to Zao Dormitory and stay there one night to make all of delegation 

closer. In Zao Dormitory, they have presentation about their country and have cultural performance. In this 

opportunity, Rosa performs Saman Dance from Aceh, North Sumatra. The next day they were hiking to Zao 

Mountain feeling the fresh area. They also can stay in the homestay for enjoying the Japanese family life 

style. They also learn the Hanagasa Dance, the traditional dance about farming and harvesting. I another 

time they visited many great place like Bunshokan, Yamagata Broadcasting Company, Museum of Science 

and Industry. There always be a great time in Yamagata. 
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ANDHIKA PUTRA AGRA WIJANA
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FOR THE ACHIEVEMENT:
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Poster Title : Chemical compounds from Gracilaria arcuata as an antibacterial agents 
against Aeromonas hydrophyla and Vibrio sp.

(15-16 September 2014)
Surya University 
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Around the World

cademic Staff Activities

 
  

 

 

 Recognizing the importance of attaining food and 
nutrition security in Southeast Asia, the six member-uni-
versities of the Southeast Asian University Consortium for 
Graduate Education in Agriculture and Natural Resourc-
es (UC) have agreed to implement a number of collabora-
tive projects to address this emerging concern in the region.
The said activities which likewise aim to further strengthen the 
partnership between and among UC members were presented and 
approved on 14 November 2014 at the New World Hotel, Makati 
City, Philippines as part of the 27th UC Executive Board Meeting.

 Strengthening friendship with the neighborhood 
country, on 1-4 September 2014 he visited Prof. Zaenal 
Abidin Mohamed from UPM campus in order to have meet-
ing and discuss about the Doctoral Program in Agricul-
ture Science. This is the returning visitation. On that time 
he also exchanges the souvenir as a symbol of collabora-
tion and friendship between UGM and UPM campuses.

 High schedule in campus academic activities doesn’t mean that our academic staff 
doesn’t have time to hug and build the relationship with other countries. Strengthening the 
collaboration in South East Asia Nation, Prof. Masyhuri joined these following programs. 

•The Second International Conference on Agricultural and Rural Development in South East Asia

•South Asian Regional Center for Graduate Study and Research in Agriculture (SEARCA)

 The Second International Conference on Agricultural and 
Rural Development in South East Asia took the theme: Strength-
ening, resilience, equity and integration in ASEAN food and agri-
culture system. This conference held on 12-13 November 2014 in 
Sangrila hotel,   Makati,   Manila, Philippines. This conference re-
ally important for food sovereignity, especially in ASEAN contries.

•Visitation to Universitas Putra Malaysia (UPM) MALAYSIA

-KNAW SPIN PROJECT-

 Besides supporting the students for their academic ac-
tivities abroad, our campus also supported the academic staff 
to be high qualified. Dr. Arif Wibowo went to Holland on 1-15 
September 2014 for Kick-off meeting of the KNAW-SPIN pro-
ject titled “Indonesian Banana: Protecting a staple food from 
Panama disease collapse and exploiting its genetic diversity for 
discovery research”. The activities that he did are Kick-off meet-
ing of the KNAW-SPIN project, Post-doc planning for KNAW-SPIN 
project, and Supervising PhD student of KNAW-SPIN project. 
Those are the preparation for the next research collaboration.



 

  

 

 

 As the plant pathogen has rapid attack in the plant, scientist has counterbalancing to up-
date the newest information how to protect their plant. In this chance, Prof. Triwidodo Arwiyanto 
Participated in The 1st ISHS International Symposium on Vegetable Grafting, which will be held in 
Wuhan, China, on March 17-21, 2014. He presented the paper about Evaluation of local Solanum 
torvum as a root stock to control of Ralstonia solanacearum in Indonesia. In the next event that 
also held in China, he presented another his research about Protection of tomato seedlings from 
bacterial wilt (Ralstonia solanacearum) with rhizosphere bacteria. This event is The 13th Interna-
tional Conference on Plant Pathogenic Bacteria and conducted in Shanghai, on 8-13th June 2014.

-ISHS INTERATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON VEGETABLE GRAFTING-

 Doing the research about smallest thing in this world, 
Micobiology academic staff has a biggest impact improving 
this world. One of our Microbiologist Prof. Irfan Dwidya Pri-
jambada joined the Symposium Tech4Dev. On Wednesday, 
4-6 June 2014 this symposium was held in Lausane Switzer-
land and placed in Swiss Tech Convention Center. He present-
ed the paper with title: Intersection of DIY (Do it Yourself) to 
DIWO (Do It With Others) Approaches in Sharing Microbiol-
ogy Know-How to Benefit Communities. This event organized 
by UNESCO Chair Symposium in Technology for Development.

-Tech4dev SYMPOSIUM-

-INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF NEMATOLOGY-

 Being active in the campus is not enough for our academic staff 
mostly. Spread her knowledge in Nematology, Dr. Siwi Indarti also par-
ticipate The-6th International Congress of Nematology, in Cape Town, 
South Africa, on 5-9 May 2014. She explained about her research with the 
title: Fungal parasites of eggs and cysts of Globodera rostochiensis as po-
tential biological control agents of potato cyst nematodes in Indonesia. 

-ATTACHE OF AGRICULTURE IN REPUBLIC INDONESIAN EMBASSY OF JAPAN- 

 Another achievement was done by Dr. Arman 
Wijonarko. In order to improve the Indonesian economy, 
he has presented the Indonesian Trade and Investment 
Promotion in Xinjiang, China. This event held by Embassy 
of Republic Indonesian for China. Besides that, he also was 
an Attaché of Agriculture in Republic Indonesian Embassy 
for Japan that be trusted to carried important duty in ag-
ricultural sector. On his duty, even his office in Tokyo, Ja-
pan, he took the high responsibility of accreditation in East 
Asia country like China, Korea, and surrounding area. He 
take hold this position from December 2010 to June 2014.



 Winter course program was held in College of 
Agriculture, Ibaraki University, Japan from 12-19 De-
cember 2014, in collaboration with UGM, IPB, UNUD 
and TUAT.  The program aims to promote talents to find 
problem and discuss solution independently concern-
ing agricultural science fields. For attaining the pur-
pose, the program was arranged in series of lectures 
and focus group discussions. The lectures and focus 
group discussion were focused on the issues related 
to bio-resource and utilization, water and soil environ-
ment, agricultural productivity and marketing strategy.  

 

-INTER ACADEMIA ASIA-

WINTER COURSE PROGRAM FOR PRACTICAL AGRICULTURE SCIENCES TOWARDS REGIONAL
 SUSTAINABILITY (PASRS) 2014

 M. Saifur Rohman, PhD, lercturer at Department of Ag-
ricultural Microbiology, Faculty of Agriculture, Universitas Gad-
jah Mada was invited as lecturer in this Winter Course Pro-
gram 2014. He gave a lecture on Rubisco. The lecture was 
focused on the molecular mechanism of Rubisco catalysis 
and its important role for increasing agricultural productivity.
 Around 86 participants join to this year Winter Course 
Program and 12 of them were students from Universitas Gadjah 
Mada.  Among the 12 students, 8 students from Faculty of Agri-
culture, 1 student from Faculty of Agricultural Technology, and 
3 master students from Biotechnology and Faculty of Biology.

-INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP ON SUSTAINABLE RICE PRODUCTION-

 Rice is the main meal of Indonesia and always has rapid research to improve it devel-
opment. On 19-20 December 2014, Dr. Nugroho Susetya Putra from Plant Protection Depart-
ment and Dr. Benito Heru Purwanto from Soil Science Department went to Niigata Japan to join 
the International Workshop on Sustainable Rice Production at Niigata University, Niigata, Japan.

 Another conference was joined by our academic staff Dr. Tri Joko in Shi-
zuoka University. This proram name is Inter-Academia Asia and it is the first time 
held in Shizuoka University.  This program conducted on 1-3 December 2014.



 Not only well known with wide ocean and tropical beautiful beaches, Indone-
sia also have unbelievable potency on its underwater biodiversity. This advantage has to be 
well managed by the experts as our have in Fisheries department.  For scientist the best way 
to expand the knowledge is by establish cooperation with another country that have more 
experiences and modernize system. To find out this treasure, Dr. Murwantoko went to Aus-
tralia to build a new collaboration. These are the following programs that he did there

1. qPCR Training Workshop

 This training is a part from ACIAR Project FIS-2010-101: Im-
proving fish health management and production protocols in ma-
rine finfish aquaculture in Indonesia and Australia. Focused in re-
al-time PCR application detecting nodavirus and megalocytivirus, 
this purposed to make early detection in infected fish. This work-
shop was conducted from 2 June 2014 to 6 June 2014 by ACIAR in 
University of Sydney di Camden, New South Wales, Australia. The 
participant was four people, 2 from UGM (Dr. Murwantoko and 
Cahya Kurnia Fusianto, M.Biotech), then a couple more Dr. Ketut 
Mahardika and Sari Budi Moria Sembiring, M.Biotech) from Balai 
Besar Penelitian dan Pengembangan Budidaya Laut Gondol Bali 
(Aquaculture Research and Development Center Gondol, Bali).

2. Farm Visitation

 The visitation was conducted in Van Diemen Aquacul-
ture Pty Ltd. which located in Rowella Tasmania on 10 June 2014. 
This visitation was intended to find out the aquaculture inten-
sive techniques for salmon growth and facing its problems. 
This company intensively do the salmon aquaculture in Tamar 
River estuary using advanced technology where almost activi-
ties controlled by computer. Seine technology and sea lion nui-
sance problems were the main topic issues during the visitation. 
3. Plumbing Visitation

 As head of Aquaculture major, UGM the plumbing visita-
tion was conducted to University of Tasmania on 10 – 11 June 
2014. This visitation is the returned visitation that been done by 
Prof. Petter Frappell, Pro Vice-Chancellor (Global Engagement), 
Prof. Paddy Nixon Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Research) before. In this 
visitation, information exchange between both campuses, plumb-
ing possibilities in aquaculture collaboration program not only 
about academics but also research, and exploration the facilities 
were discussed. After discussion, then the visitation about facilities 
observation was done and it’s accompanied by Dr. Philip Crosbie.

 In the second visitation of UTAS on 11 June 2014 held in 
Institute of Marine and Antarctic Studies (IMAS), Hobart Cam-
pus.  In discussion with Prof Mike Coffin, IMAS Director and 
Dr. Caleb Gardner, IMAS staff, were about exchange of infor-
mation and activities, after that continued by facilities visita-
tion. Fortunately, Prof. Janelle Allison, Pro Vice-Chancellor (Re-
gional Development) also invited him to meet on lunch time.

-AUSTRALIA VISITATION AND COLLABORATION-



-DAAD ALUMNAE WORKSHOP 2014-
The Use of Sugarcane Bagasse as Source of Bio-energy

by Dr. Taryono
 Sugarcane is one of among the most important C4 foods crop in term of global produc-
tion. One of outstanding features is its ordinary capacity of growth. It is not common to find agri-
cultural yield exceeding 100 tons biomass per ha annually on commercial area. Its genetic poten-
tial is possible to obtain yield as high as 300 ton/ha and theoretical potential is estimated up to 400 
ton/ha. Such high theoretical productivity rate is the result of high photosynthetic efficiency, which 
permits an increase harvesting of solar energy and a higher coefficient for fixing atmospheric CO2.

 Sugarcane consists of 69% millable stalks, 17% green imma-
ture tops and leaves, and 14% dry leaves, whereas clean mature stalks 
contains of approximately 13% sugar which is more than 90% sucrose, 
12% of fiber, 75% water and a small fraction of ash. A fibrous waste 
that remains after recovery of sugar juice via crushing and extrac-
tion is called bagasse which consists of approximately 36% cellulose, 
28% hemicelluloses, 20% lignin, 13% other organics and 2% ash on a 
dry weight basis and it is the principle fuel used around the world of 
sugarcane agro-industry because of its well known energy properties.
 A ton bagasse on a 50% mill wet basis in equal to 1.6 barrel of fluid oil on energy ba-
sis. Sugarcane bagasse produces 19.0 MJ/kg and its characteristics depend on the climate, type of 
soil upon which the cane is grown, cane variety, harvesting methods, amount of cane washing and 
the efficiency of milling plant. Sugarcane bagasse however is considered as a relatively efficient 
plant fuel source, it is therefore that bagasse becomes the primary fuel source used in boilers.
 Effective energy use will provide ultimate financial saving, preservation of fossil resource and re-
duction of environmental distortion. The DAAD-Alumni workshop invited experts among DAAD-Alumni 
as well as experts from the various Indonesian universities in order to start the discussion on bagasse 
as solid fuel in form of pellets or briquettes, which might increase the efficiency and reduce the over-
all use of diesel. Besides the engineering approach, this workshop also focused on the economic and 
governmental issues arising with the up-grading of bagasse with the objective was to take the initia-
tive to develop the process to enrich bagasse in order to become a valuable bio-fuel.  The main out-
come of this workshop was a pre-feasibility study for enriching bagasse as bio-fuel from sugar industry.
 There were several important information presented at the workshop such as (1) Blue print of 
Biomass Energy in Indonesia by Dr. Arif Haryono, National  Development Planning Bureau; (2) Prospect 
of Biomass Energy for Electrical generation in Indonesia by Andrew Cahyo Adhi B.Sc., State Electricity 
Company; (3) Overview of the sugar industry in Indonesia by Dr. Aris Toharisman,  Indonesian Sugar-
cane  Research Institute; (4) the economics and occurrence of the bagasse by Adiq Suwandi M.Sc. , State  
Plantation Company XI; (5) application of Bagasse as energy source in sugarcane factory by Wisnu  Eko 
Nugroho B.Sc., PT Gunung Madu Plantation, Lampung;  (6) processing of the material in form of pellets 
or briquettes by Dr. Gentur Sutopo, Faculty of Forestry,  University of Gadjah Mada; and (7) experi-
ence of using wood pellet for energy source in tea factory by Dr. Ngadiman,  PT Pagilaran, Yogyakarta.

 Seventeen DAAD/German alumni were 
actively participated at the workshop and 
another 44 participants coming from differ-
ent institutions, mostly from Yogyakarta and 
surrounding. Their competence background 
was varied from academician, business, gov-
ernment worker, researcher, and student. 
This workshop was also supported by some 
experts included 2 foreign experts, 6 nation-
al experts and 4 local experts. They have dif-
ferent competences such as engineers, eco-
nomics, policies, agriculture and forestry.



-SUMMER UNIVERSITY 2014-

“Renewable Energies – Entrepreneurship and Leadership”
Ostbayerische Technische Hochschule-Amberg Weiden, Gadjah Mada University-Yogyakarta, Syarif 

Hidayatullah State University-Jakarta, Sultan Syarif Kasim State Islamic University-Pekanbaru
The history of industrial civilization is a history of en-
ergy transitions. People’s basic need for food calories is 
provided through simple forms of agriculture, which is 
essentially a method of capturing solar energy for hu-
man use. Solar energy stored in firewood or other bio-
mass energy meets other basic needs for home heating 
and cooking. As economies develop and become more 
complex, energy needs increase greatly.  Today, fossil 
fuels - coal, oil and natural gas - are by far the dominant 
energy source in industrial economies. But the twenty-
first century is already seeing the start of the next great 
transition in energy sources - away from fossil fuels to-
wards renewable energy sources. This transition is mo-

tivated by many factors, including concerns about environmental impacts (particularly climate change), 
limits on fossil fuel supplies, prices, and technological change. In one sense, renewable energy is unlim-
ited, as supplies are continually replenished through natural processes. The daily supply of solar energy 
is theoretically sufficient to meet all human energy needs for an entire year. But solar energy and other 
renewable energy sources are limited in the sense that their availability varies across space and time.

  Every world region has some renewable energy resourc-
es, though the availability and cost of using these vary. Most 
renewable energy is ultimately solar energy. The sun’s energy 
can be used directly for heat or electricity. Hydropower comes 
from falling water, which occurs because solar energy evapo-
rates water at low elevations that later rains on high eleva-
tions. The sun also creates wind through differential heating 
of the earth’s surface. Biomass energy comes from plant mat-
ter, produced in photosynthesis driven by the sun. Indonesia is 
well known for energy resources, not only non-renewable energy such as fossil fuel but also renew-
able energy such as biomass, hydropower and geothermal, therefore Indonesia is suitable for renew-
able energy summer university which involve student from different universities around the world.

 There were 22 student with 14 from Germany and 8 from Indonesia including UGM, UIN-Ja-
karta and UIN-Pekanbaru. The objectives for the summer university 2014 are (1) acting in interna-
tional and interdisciplinary teams;  (2)  getting an understanding of the term sustainability; (3) getting 
an understanding of being an entrepreneur; (4) developing business ideas, presenting and discuss-
ing these ideas; (5)  understanding the advantages and limits of renewable energies; (6)  using the 
life cycle assessment as a method for evaluating processes and doing decisions, and (7)  becoming 

aware of the personal influence when talking about 
the limited resources in fuel or other commodities. 
Student visited different production sites or test facili-
ties such as (1) photovoltaic test facility, at Pekanbaru; 
(2) bricks production energy used  at Pekanbaru;  (3) 
palm oil production at Pekanbaru, (4)  tea production 
energy used at Pagilaran-Central Java, (5) sugar produc-
tion energy used at Madukismo Sugar Factory at Yog-
yakarta. Student is requested to study the energy, cost 
and materials flow and at the end of the program, stu-
dent must present their finding through class seminar.



-GHENT UNIVERSITY COLLABORATION PROGRAM-

 Faculty of Agriculture UGM, Indonesia Soil Research Institute and Ghent University, Belgium, 
for five years (2011-2015) entered into a collaboration with title “Organic agriculture in West and Cen-
tral Java for safe and environmentally friendly food production and for securing smallholder farmers in-
come” funded by the Flemish IInteruniversity Council - University Development Cooperation (VLIR-UOS). 
The objective of the cooperation are : The research capacity of leading Indonesia research insti-
tutes have been strengthenend and their international academic level has increased, The develop-
ment of organic agriculture in Indonesia has been facilitated and stimulated and has increased over-
all food security, sustainability of food production, farmers’income and farmers’ and consumers’ 
health and At the end of project, a research unit on sustainable farming system including organic 
farming, has been established wihin ISRI and within the DSS-UGM, strongly interlinked, and that have 
been equipped and trained to carry out research meetng international standards independently.

 Research activities include : Laboratories at ISRI and UGM are equipped to carry out research 
soil biological quality and soil chemical quality, respecttively ,  Research from ISRI and UGM have been 
trained to carry out soil related research on sustainable farming system including measuring, meet-
ing international quality standards,  The physical/production and socio economic factors determining 
the potential or limitation for conversion to organic farming in the research area have been  inven-
torized and analysed. The impact of organic farming practices on nutrient use efficiency, soil quality, 
and surface water quality has been analysed and quantified, Monitoring of soil physical, chemical 
and biological quality on the paired sites ,  research into new/alternative cultivation practices. This 
activity will investigate the effect of following techniques: introduction of Azolla-Anabaena N fixation; 
introduction of green manures for both rice and vegetable growing; reduced tillage intensity both in 

vegetable and rice growing; composting, monitor-
ing of surface water quality (nutrients, pesticide 
residues) in different microwatersheds with only 
conventional and only organic fields,. Develop 
and maintain a website on sustainable farming 
systems research and organic farming at ISRI or 
UGM servers, Write up joint scientific A1 papers 
and contributions to international congresses,  
and there is a lot of activites also collaboration 
with farmers  that can’t be mentionaed in here.

 A selection has been made of organic research sites, where possible paired to conven-
tional sites by beginning of 2012 : Sambirejo Subdistrict, Sragen District, Central Java Prov-
ince, 2. Kedaung Subdistrict, Sragen District, Central Java,  Gondang Subdistrict, Sragen 
District, Central Java ,  Sawangan Subdistrict, Magelang District, Central Java Province, Imo-
giri Subdistrict, Bantul District, Yogyakarta, Godean Subsdistrict, Sleman District, Yogyakarta

 Promotor of this collaboration is Dr. Benito Heru Purwanto and Dr. Sri Nuryani 
H.U is as  Manager of the Project. On 23 - 25th April 2014, The delegation of University
of Gent visited UGM (The Deans of the facultiy of Bioscience engineering  of UGent , Prof. Stefaan De 
Neve/Promotor of this project form UGent  and Ann  Van Hauwaert (Ugent Collaboration Staff). They 
met the Dean of Faculty of Agriculture UGM (Dr. Jamhari), Dr. Sri Nuryani and Dr. Benito Heru Purwanto.



ecame the world class research university, Faculty of Agriculture UGM, 
also facilitated their students to gain the opportunity for studying abroad. 
There so many exchange programs that already done as collaboration and 
brought the student learned more experience in other countries. Year by 

year, there so many scholarship are available for under-graduated students/bache-
lor degree such as AIMS (ASEAN International Mobility for Students) Program, Eras-
mus Mundus Action 2 Program, NIDA (national institute of development administra-
tion) summer camp, YU-STEP (Yamagata University Short Term Exchange Program), 
Short Course at Tokyo University Agriculture and Technology, and Yamagata Univer-
sity research students. Most of them are cooperated with the top university about 
agriculture. The students also have to be well selected before applying their schol-
arship and compete with other students to get the golden ticket seeing the world.

B

 Grab three scholarships for study abroad since last year Rivandi Pranandita 
Putra was flapping his wings finding new knowledge to fill his hunger minds. As one 
of the students in our campus, he knew that our agriculture sector have to be im-
proved concerning international standardization and free trade era in future. We 
have to prepare and as a student of Faculty of Agriculture, he is fighting to get the 
scholarship, so he can study more from another part of this world. Knowledge could 
be finding not only from the campus but also have to exchange the latest information 
from another country so we can develop the agriculture precisely. With his globally 
minds, he went to join ICAST in Japan, summer camp at NIDA University in Thailand, 
and now he still in Goettingen, German running his Erasmus Mundus scholarship.

 The scholarship he took NIDA summer camp in Thailand for 10 day on June 
2014. In this summer camp, he had a field trip about agriculture in Nakhon Ratch-
asima, visiting Suwan Farm, and some tourism area. The participant also comes 
from another country, and become more fascinating to exchange the culture.
 Besides he have a good opportunity to make another students envy 
and motivated to going abroad, he have high responsibility done his academ-
ics load in short period before leaving again to German. Then again, this 
man who have full Rivandi Pranandita Putra got Erasmus Mundus Scholar-
ship in Lotus Unlimited Program which it a full scholarship. The type of this 
program is undergraduate exchange mobility and the aim is to promote the 
Uni-Europe as a center of world knowledge. This program is funding direct-
ly from European Commision and the entire education cost is paid by them.

 He proved that high responsibility and effort will gain a great result. This is the 
great  achievement for student  and hope can be the trigger for next generation to take more 
experience abroad and at least confidence to be youth well educated farmer in the future.

NIDA SUMMER CAMP AND ERASMUS MUNDUS



AIMS PROGRAMS 2014
 To know more about Indonesia, especially our campus, AIMS is the best 
program to open and welcoming foreign students studying in for one semes-
ter. This students exchange programs collaborated with Kasetsart University, 
Bangkok, Thailand; TUAT, and Ibaraki University. Kasetsart University already 
delegated their students for the second time and AIMS program is the new 
form of MIT (Malaysia-Indonesia-Thailand) student mobility program before. 
 As mentioned before, we delegated our student to study there 
and they do so. The delegations of our campus are Muhammad Syukron 
to Kasetsart University, Thailand; Hanafiah Lutfia Nurisnaini, Astrini Endi-
ka Putri, to Ibaraki University; Ibda Muflihah and Anindita Farhani to TUAT.
 There was also students whose join this program and enjoying our 
campus study environment they are : Waninda Tamthurasan, and Feriin Var 
from Kasetsart University. Kazuya Nemoto and Kayuza Yokota from TUAT, 
and Hironobu Suzuki and Tatsuya Kamimura from Ibaraki University. They 
took different semester and also different lectures. For six month in here, 
they are not only study, they have so many experience in the field, Yogya-
karta culture, and moreover they also visited another islands that even just 
a bit Indonesian student ever been by themselves to get more Indonesian. 
They also exchange their experience with other students in our campus.

 “For only 5 months of my life in Yogya-
karta has passed so quickly with uncount-
able memories and feeling of big satisfaction. 
At the beginning of this program, actually, there 
was a lot of worrying about the life in Indone-
sia. However many campus students of agricul-
ture faculty kindly helped me for everything, so 
my life has become substantial thanks to them.
About the study here, I took 5 subjects and 1 practice 
at field. The subjects I took were to be honest differ-

ent fields from my specialty in Japan and each of them were also different each 
other, but I thought it is good and rare opportunity for me to learn about agri-
culture from some different aspects in English. At classes I realized many differ-
ent and also common problems about agriculture and society between Indone-
sia and Japan. For example, in Indonesia efficiency of jobs does not always have 
priority because if not many people cannot find their jobs while in Japan the 
condition is the opposite. However, both in Indonesia and in Japan the biggest 
problem about agriculture is decrease of young people those become interest-
ing in engaging in agriculture. So I think we should comprehend such condi-
tions and consider how to solve the problems in cooperation beyond borders.
    It comes to the life in Indonesia, I could experience so many things strange for me. 
Food, people, climate, culture, etc. All of them were strange and interesting for me. 
Fortunately, most of them were favorable for me and made adequate reasons for 
me to come back to Indonesia again in the future which is not so far. I love Indonesia!
    After coming back to Japan, the life far from Indonesia will start. Howev-
er, surely I’ll always care about affairs related to Indonesia. I’m really look-
ing forward to meeting many friends in Indonesia. Sampai jumpa lagi!

By Kazuya Yokota, Tokyo University of Ariculture and Technology student

Testimonial



AIMS Short Stay Program

 “AIMS Short Stay Program held at Tokyo University of Agriculture 
and Technology (TUAT), Tokyo, Japan from March 2 to March 15, 2014 gave 
me new experience. I could not only feel the winter and snow for the first 
time, but also learn many things. This two weeks program showed me the 
unique differences between Indonesia and Japan through these activities. 
First, I studied  Japanese culture and language. After that, technologies of 
Japan were introduced to me such as high-tech machine. They’re so amaz-
ing. The next day, I was asked to visit the laboratories in order to help me 

choose the most appropriate department if 
I’d like to take a master’s degree at TUAT. In 
the last week of short stay, I travelled several 
tourism objects and the most interesting 
one was going to a shrine, one of the sacred 
places in Japan. Last but not least, I joined 
an Indonesian youth gathering in Tokyo. We 
had discussion about living in Japan and 
finding scholarship. So that’s why, I think this 
short stay program is the best choice for us.”

- -By Diah Fitria -

 No matter what people say, the most significant things that I’ve got 
are friends. I have made a lot of friends in here. It would be precious treasure. 
And it has a possibility to corporate with my Indonesian friends as business 
partner in the future. Of course I have learned much technical knowledge in 
here. Especially it’s first time for me to manage the annual crop at real field 
by traditional methods. That experience made me more grateful for food.
Furthermore there is personality I have learned from Indonesian. For exam-
ple, being kind for stranger, being friendly, and do not to be hasty. They are 
good side I’ve learned from Indonesian. But I also want to mention about not 

good character of Indonesian. Almost people are not punctual. People believe supernatural power 
too much even public media like Newspaper Company. I think they are not good character of Indo-
nesian. But that difference of character between two countries ware very interesting for me. I have 
learned a lot of things more than I have ever mentioned. But I think that cannot be described in words. 
It’s too difficult. I will be a person who can be like bridge between Japan and Indonesia in the future. 
And I promise I’ll come back Indonesia again because I like Indonesian people and Indonesia itself.

By Kazuya Nemoto, Tokyo University of Ariculture and Technology student

I have learned three things through AIMS program. The first is the friendship. I was able to make 
a great many friends in local Indonesia. Honestly I don’t remember the name of all friends. People 
who got to know in the same class and faculty, having same hobby, just chatted in Burjo and became 
friend. They really took good care of me. When I met a foreign student in Japanese campus, I said 
hello, but didn’t do the further help. I feel that I want to help the foreign student more positive in 
the future. The second is culture of other countries. However, I received them obediently, and I was 
able to live without receiving cultural shock in particular. In Japan I have to wash my clothes, cock 
myself, work part time job. But in Indonesia I can live without doing them. So I felt time goes slowly. 
In Japan there are a few people who Islam. So I had no idea about Islam before coming Indonesia. 
About the language, many students are good to speak English. I was stimulated by them. The third 
is goodness of the own country. If I didn’t leave my country, I couldn’t realize it. I’m proud of being 
born in Japan and glad to be brought up. I was able to have a very valuable experience by this pro-
gram. I could do that because there was a support of my family, the person concerned with school 
and much friend. Thanks to such one, I want to do all the best with making use of this experience.

By  Tatsuya Kamimura,  Ibaraki University student



AIMS PROGRAM FROM UGM TO IBARAKI UNIVERSITY

Wondering! First word that I could say after one of 
my friend told me and posts the announcement of 
delegation that will go to Japan for AIMS program. 
I'm undergoing Field Work when it was and sud-
denly surprised because I pessimist to get it before. 
The first activity, I accompanied the AIMS del-
egation team from Japan (Ibaraki University) 
on March 8th, 2014. During four days the del-
egation visited the Prambanan Temple, Drag-
on Fruit Garden, KP4, and introduce the exist-
ing facilities at the Faculty of Agriculture UGM.
March 12, 2014 I left this warm city to Japan and 
arrived there on March 13, 2014. I still cannot 

believe my feet set foot in Japan (I said to myself for My Mommy who was sick at home). The first day 
we get warm welcomed by Ibaraki University team. Without feeling jet lagged, we have an opening ad-
dress and introduction of Campus Ami, one of IU campus branch. The next day, our agenda are a field 
excursion at Sugano Farm Machinery in Miho then at Kaname Farm in Namegata. We went to the National 
Museum of Emerging Science and Innovation (Miraikan) at Odaiba, Tokyo, invited by Pertukaran Pelajar 
Indonesia (PPI) Ibaraki attend Ume Matsuri or Plum Festival, join the renewable energy field excursion tour 
with a visit the solar sharing and closed with participation for the symposium on solar sharing at Tsukuba.
March 18th, to coincide with my birthday! I celebrate my birthday in cherry blossom country! On 
that day the schedule is about the laboratory experience with SEM experiments (Crop Sciences). My 
AIMS friends make me so speechless. They make okonomiyaki birthday party. Wonderful! The activi-
ties are horticultural science, learning about of artificial pollination, visit the orchard tour in Field Sci-
ence Center (FSC), study quality tests on fruit, and pollen-tube observation. getting lectures from ICAS 
and have student meeting at Kairakuen (one of the Three Great Gardens of Japan) for closing ceremony.
Well, abroad to Japan  is my first stepping stones around the world. Thank you for the opportunity that has  been  given.

-By Amanda Deby  Karunia Saputri-

Student Support Exchange Prpgram with Yamagata University

 It was March 2014 and I was not really had an 
idea for my 4th year studying in this campus. Then 
I heard from my friend there was a scholarship for 
research program in Yamagata University. They 
only ask you to submit academic transcript, form 
of application, resume, and TOEFL certificate. All 
of it sent by email and then there will be an inter-
view for the next step. The professor from Yamaga-
ta University will come to UGM to make a personal 
interview. The most important part of this test is 
that they want to know whether your research in-
terest will match with your desired professor or not. 
Holding all of the requirements, I final-
ly decided to apply for the Student Sup-
port Exchange Program in Yamagata Uni-
versity. “Nothing to lose,” I’ve talk to myself. 
this is my experience and it is new for me. 



 In another chance, our campus has collaboration about Short Visit Pro-
gram in International Environmental and Agricultural Science in Tokyo Univer-
sity of Agriculture and Technology (TUAT) by JASSO. Muhammad Agni Saha 
and Eristyana Yunindio selected for join this program. This program held from 
17 November to 20 December 2014. They went there with another delegation 
from IPB and Udayana University. This program concern in research and both 
of them could choose any activities in their focus interest. Agni was placed in 
Post-Harvest Laboratory and Eris in Soil Chemistry Laboratory. On 17th No-
vember they’ve warm welcomed to Fuchu Campus with Kato sensei. For first 
3 weeks their join all activities in that laboratory such as laboratory analysis, 
visitation to Tokyo Metropolitan Agriculture and Forestry Research Centre, 
joining JIRCAS International Symposium, Visitation to Natural Science Mu-
seum, attending Eco Product Exhibition 2014, and they also could join about 
one week the Winter Course in Ibaraki University.  For another daily life, they 
went to historical places such as shrine, Kamakura, Daibitsu, etc. They also 
join the Laboratory seminar that always held every Thursday and on that time, 
Eris presented her final research about Effect of Irrigation to Soil Characteris-
tic in Irrigation Area of Pusur River Klaten, Central Java, Indonesia. This labo-
ratory seminar purposed for controlling the student final projects progress. 
In her laboratory activities, Eris comparing the soil contain in every fertilizer 
treatment with the result is the manure fertilizer got the best one. Her su-
pervisor name is Tanaka sensei. On the soil day (5th December 2014) she had 
a chance to celebrate it in Natural Science Museum. She also could making 
a soil ball, one of program for children from TUAT Soil Science Department. 
Different view from Agni, with Tojo sensei as his supervisor recommend 
him to join one of student research about the effective of 2 refrigerator 

brand holding the freshness of grape. The student name 
is Jumpei Kondo. Agni could expand his knowledge with 
the high technology in chromatography, PCR, and HLPC.   
Besides that they enjoy the Japan life style. They stayed in 
TUAT International Dormitory in Koganei and every day they 
goes to campus in Fuchu by train then walk. They’ve learn 
about doing the research is have to be precise, accurate, 
and carefully so if there have be a mistake in measurement, 
all of the process have to repeat it again from the start. 

 JASSO EXCHANGE STUDENT PROGRAM

 Then, this is what I’ve got. Writing this article accompanied by mixed storm and windy snow. Yeah, 
snow seem very strange since we can’t found it anywhere in our country (except you do want climbing to the 
peak of Jaya Wijaya mountain).This year, I get an opportunity to visit Japan as exchange student in Yama-
gata University for one year. It is in Tsuruoka City, a historical place located in the northern part of Hon-
shu Island. I do my research about tomatoes and my supervisor is Prof. Takashi Nishizawa. He learn more 
analyzing about rheological properties, soluble solid content, titrable acidity, water content, and color in-
dex. But, wait, the wind makes everything worse. This are is well known for its strong wind, called Fubuki. 
Fubuki is not an ordinary wind. Let me describe it. When you walk in the opposite way of Fubuki direc-
tion, you can’t move your body step forward. You can’t do nothing but wait until the wind stop. Combined 
with the cold weather, the environment seems to be very troubled in your body. Whatever it is, I like it. 
Now I am waiting for spring and start my research again. Ganbatte! 

-By Muhammad Taufiqurrohman-
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 Susi Melina is one of post-graduate student 
from Plant Protection Department with have study 
concentration in plant pest. She got Erasmus Mundus 
Gate program for post graduate exchange student 
(Ph. D) to Free University, Berlin, Germany. She took 
this program around 12 month from October 2013 to 
September 2014. She extended her study period be-
cause she also did her research there about Taxonomy 
of Helopeltis spp. with PD. Dr. Renate Radek as her su-
pervisor. She did her research in molecular taxonomy 

laboratory and electromicrosophy. She brought all of the samples of Helopeltis in eppendorf 
tube and would be checked molecularly using PCR. During 
her research, she felt a bit desperate because she felt lack 
of knowledge in bioinformatics and molecular study and in 
Germany used high tech tools. Fortunately, during it she met 
Dr. Michael Monaghan and learns more from him. He is very 
helpful and sincerely so she can finish her research soon. 
 She also joined DEST (Distributed European 
School of Taxonomy) and participate some course 
in Paris, learning scientific illustration in Barcelona, 
Philosophy of systematic in Brussels, Belgium and 
also Bioinformatics in Aarhus University, Denmark. 
The great thing that she learns is in Germany is the appreciation of education there. The edu-
cation is totally free for every people that want to learn more and deeper. The government al-
ways supports the development of education. That’s why having study in European; especially 
in Germany is the best choice for everyone who wanted to expand the ultimate knowledge. 

 For post graduate students, digging the unlimited knowledge of science is important. They 
don’t want to left behind to know the latest technology and information. In agriculture, Agus Budi 
Setyawan from Agronomy Department also took a course about Plant Factory Workshop on Sep-
tember 2014 in Chiba University, Japan. Another programs also joined by Ayu Lestyiani and No-
vita P. T from Plant Protection Department. They took a research in Japan on 2014.  Ayu Lestiyani 
done her research about Fusarium fungi on shallot. Her supervisor is Shin Ichi Ito from Yamagu-
chi University.  Novita P. T  also done the research about shallot bacteria in Shizuoka University. 
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